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In addition to enhanced gameplay, the Real Player Motion Tech (RPMT) also provides improved
gameplay visual elements. Scoring animations, defensive positioning, ball movement and player
direction are now visually more realistic, especially when contrasted with performance data. The
introduction of “HyperMotion Technology” on FIFA 22 helps inform game-play decisions by seeing
how a player may react to a situation, such as a teammate moving into a space, or how they may
adapt to a particular action, such as a long pass, a through ball or an aerial delivery. It also offers
players a more detailed visual representation of how their movements – in particular, those of their
feet – will impact on the ball and therefore the outcome of a play. “With the introduction of
‘HyperMotion Technology,’ our development teams have introduced a new, highly accurate form of
gameplay data – accurate to within 0.02 degrees – which allows them to have a much finer
granularity in their data and play-options,” said Creative Director of FIFA, Andrew Heck. “This leads
to a far more player-focussed experience of gameplay, which presents a far better representation of
the way the game is played. The new RPMT-technology, combined with the accurate new gameplay
data, allows us to bring the game further and further in-line with the way players actually play it.”
FIFA® 22 demonstrates EA SPORTS’ commitment to creating an authentic, rich and realistic football
experience that stays true to the sport. FIFA 22 marks the eighth instalment in the series, with over
14 million copies sold worldwide, with many hundreds of millions more played across the platforms
that the game is sold on. The new game has recently achieved iconic status among players, with
over 40 million tweets and likes on FIFA's official Twitter and Facebook pages in the run up to the E3
gaming conference. The announcement comes as FIFA is celebrating a number of landmark
achievements within the past twelve months including reaching millions of fans across four million
new lives. Last July, FIFA was awarded the 2017 Sports IT Award for Innovation for the fourth year
running, following a survey of over 200,000 gamers. This was followed by being named the world’s
most authentic and realistic football game, according to a 2016 survey of more than 140,000
gamers. FIFA 20, released in September 2017, was the fastest-selling sports game of all time,
generating more than seven million pre-orders

Fifa 22 Features Key:
FIFA 22 is the most beautiful and realistic football experience on any console. We've put
players through over 50,000 hours of motion capture session to build real-life players, and a
brand new “Be a Pro” tutorial will help you get to grips with the finer points of the ball, the
timing of a tackle and all the other intricate subtleties of a football match.
More power. In Career Mode, you now have the choice of playing an honest Pro, with realistic
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fatigue systems, or a Pro who can make the occasional dive to gain an advantage. In online
multiplayer, you’ll have more opportunities to open a multi-team battle via the new multitiered selection system.
New camera features: highlight animation, animations on goal, industry-standard particle
effects and much more.
FIFA Ultimate Team includes Ultimate Team cards with sequential collection unlocks.
ULTIMATE FUT SEASON gives you access to the new FIFA Ultimate Team content packs you’ll
need to build your dream team - including FIFA 22 wallpapers, shirts, and player packs.
At home or away: Everybody's playing FIFA like never before with “the passing of the ball”,
celebrating goals, catching and controlling the ball with flick shots, setting up winners,
scoring twice to seal a comeback, and much more.
Be a Pro Mode (free with season pass). Sign up, attend trials at your club or try out for a
squad. Wherever you are in the world you can now play as a Pro in your own FIFA Club,
wherever you want.
The new “Be a Pro” Tutorial teaches you the basics of the game, including where to control
and position the player and how to create goalkeepers.
5-year contract: Possess and bequeath for five years - also called legacy. You can even name
your players to remember all the unsung heroes of your career.
Updated graphics and gameplay new stadiums, new player controls and ball physics, English
Premier League and brand new national stadiums (including Crystal Palace, Derby and
Wolves!); some of the new Italian stadiums features the most detailed crowd animations ever
achieved in a FIFA title.
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